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pintark by 
loco design.

Pintark, an initiative by Loco 

Design.

Specialising in material 

application, product engineering 

and design strategy, Loco 

Design operates from 

Gurugram where it’s studio and 

manufacturing units are located. 

Inspired by a heritage of fine 

craftsmanship and innovation, 

Loco Design’s vision creates 

contemporary works in the 

fields of design, craft and 

enterprise.

Steered by values of leadership 

and integrity, we strive to create 

aesthetic innovation. 

Our entrepreneurial ethos 

entrusts individuals and 

teams with independence and 

responsibility. The essence 

of our creative distinction, is 

enriched by our design values, 

master artisans and technical 

expertise.



introduction.

Initiated by LOCO Design, 

Pintark is an architectural 

solutions brand specialising in 

crafted surface treatment and 

advanced material application. 

All Pintark product and 

commissions are developed, 

tested and manufactured 

in-house, giving the brand full 

control over the product and 

craftsmanship it offers.



Pintark’s design team works 

to continually evolve product 

solutions that use the very best 

of crafted material application.

DESIGN.

Our material list is always 

evolving. Pintark products are 

offered in a range of natural 

leathers, faux leathers, technical 

fabrics along with veneers, 

acrylics, metals and carbon 

fibres. 

MATERIAL.

Pintark’s team of craftsmen and 

technicians are able to combine 

their specialised skills with state 

of the art technologies, creating 

unique in-house techniques. 

Overarching this is the brand’s 

manufacturing expertise which 

has been honed across the last 

two decades, offering robust 

production across all critical 

processes.

TECHNOLOGY & 

CRAFTING.

Staying abreast of relevant 

developments in design, 

material and technology, Pintark 

offers solutions that are forward 

thinking.

SOLUTION 

INNOVATION.

Ensuring that every Pintark 

product meets an international 

standard in finish, material and 

technical specification, every 

Pintark service is offered with 

a commitment to quality and 

relevance.

QUALITY.

brand 
pillars.



specialisms.

Inherent to Pintark’s surface 

solutions is the brand’s ability 

to offer crafted distinction. 

Alongside an evolving portfolio 

of materials and finishes and the 

brand’s dedication to creating 

meticulously refined surfaces, 

Pintark offers a range of 

traditional crafting techniques 

for application across its 

collections. Celebrating the 

‘surface’ and developing new 

applications for its crafting 

PINTARK OFFERS 
FORWARD THINKING 
SOLUTIONS.

expertise is central to the 

brand’s ethos. Cultivated over 

the years and across materials, 

this expertise underpins 

Pintark’s vision of offering the 

finest innovations in surface 

crafting.



relevance.

From a long-standing 

relationship with materials such 

as rare skins, crafted metals 

and fine veneers, the brand 

has seamlessly introduced 

technology led materials 

with the same crafted sense. 

Working across this diverse 

range of materials inspires the 

STANDARD PATTERNS

STANDARD SYSTEMS

GRAPHIC INSTALLATIONS

ARTWERKS

TEXTILE ARTWERKS

accessibility.

flexibility.

material
diversity.

innovation.

brand to evolve new product 

that is designed to create 

distinct originality through its 

application.



surfaces.
We believe in innovating the use 

of our products. Our in-house 

patterns are all-in-one design 

solutions that can be used as is 

or personalised with tailored 

material and finish selections.

Pintark patterns employ our 

tiles, blocks and weaves, aimed 

at offering clients a broad range 

of ready made designs, suited to 

a range of interiors and styles.



CUBOID SURFACE, CABINETRY APPLICATION



VALENCIA SURFACE, FEATURE WALL



LIMA SURFACE, FEATURE WALL



FOLIAGE SURFACE, FEATURE HEAD BOARD



VALENCIA SURFACE, LIFT INTERIOR APPLICATION



LATTICE SURFACE, WARDROBE APPLICATION



CUSTOM GRAPHIC INSTALLATION FOR FOSTER + PARTNERS



PIXA, GRAPHIC INSTALLATION



artwerks.
We work with architects, 

developers, designers and 

end clients such as hoteliers, 

to create custom designs for 

specific application. The service 

provides clients with a complete 

package that delivers custom 

projects from concept to 

realisation.



FOSSIL ARTWERK FOR RAYMOND



FRACTA ARTWERK FOR RAYMOND



CITYLIGHTS ARTWERK FOR CRYPTON

Crypton was awarded
the best product presentation
of HD EXPO 2014, Las Vegas



bespoke
surfaces.
Pintark offers a

complete service delivering

bespoke design and a

range of traditional crafting

techniques. Enhancing

textural complexity and visual

experience.

















PYRAMIS, TEXTILE ARTWERK



www.pintark.in
Lux Arch LLC.. (USA)




